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Summary

Social insect colonies are self-organized systems that respond to changes in environmental conditions by altering the relative proportions of certain castes or individuals engaged in specific tasks. While termites are known to regulate the ratio of morphologically specialized soldiers in response to the proportion of nestmate castes, soldier-differentiation process requires a relatively long time to be accomplished. Consequently, other plastic and flexible mechanisms are considered to be employed as one of the various defensive strategies in termites. In this study, the defensive behaviours of soldiers, pseudergates (workers) and reproductives of the damp-wood termite Hodotermopsis sjostedti were quantified. When individuals of the caste were exposed to an intruder, soldiers exhibited the most vigorous defensive behaviour, followed by pseudergates and then reproductives. While the aggression levels of soldiers and reproductives were independent of the accompanying castes, pseudergate aggression was more plastic and depended on the other castes present. When paired with reproductives, pseudergates exhibited high levels of aggression toward enemies. However, pseudergate aggression levels remained low when they were paired with soldiers, suggesting that pseudergates moderated their defensive behaviour depending on social context. Plasticity with respect to social behaviours may facilitate rapid and
flexible responses required for colony defence.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of animal taxa modulate their behaviour and/or morphology in response to rapid changes in their environment. By changing the ratios of castes or individuals that perform specific functions within the colony, social insects exhibit plastic responses at the colony level (Wilson 1971). The regulatory mechanisms employed by a colony to respond to environmental changes without any centralized method of control are one of the major themes in sociobiology (Gordon 1996, Beshers and Fewell 2001).

The importance of colony defence in social insects is clearly apparent from the numerous defensive mechanisms that have evolved in eusocial taxa (Wilson 1975). These defence mechanisms include the use of cryptic habitats, the construction of strong and robust nests, nestmate aggregation, and the production of morphologically and/or behaviourally specialized castes. The roles of the defensive castes, such as soldiers or guards, are well defined and have been acquired independently in numerous eusocial taxa (Hermann 1984). Despite their potential contribution to colony survival, the relatively high costs associated with soldier production may result in the production of fewer workers, which take care of the soldiers in addition to their other functions like foraging, colony maintenance etc. (Rivera-Marchand et al. 2008). Thus, the proportion of soldiers or guards must be optimized
in response to the defensive demands of the surrounding environment.

Termites are highly vulnerable to attacks by a wide variety of predators (Deligne et al. 1981). The soldier caste of termites contributes directly to colony defence by aggressively attacking intruders using specialised morphological adaptations, such as mandibles or defensive glands (Stuart 1967; Howse 1970; Deligne et al. 1981; Prestwich 1984). Optimization of soldier ratios is also expected in termites because, while they are effective for colony defence, having too many soldiers places a burden on the colony as mentioned above. The mechanisms responsible for controlling the proportion of soldiers within a colony have been investigated previously in classical studies, which suggested that the presence of soldiers inhibits the differentiation of new soldiers from workers (or pseudergates), while the presence of reproductive castes or nymphs accelerates it (Castle 1934; Miller 1942; Springhetti 1970; Nagin 1972; Lentz 1976; Haverty & Howerd 1981; Lefeuve & Bordereau 1984). Although encounters with enemies can be sudden and unpredictable, the response of the colony with respect to defensive task allocation through controlling caste ratios is limited by the fact that soldier differentiation requires 15 to 30 days to complete (Ogino et al. 1993, Cornette et al. 2008). Consequently, the development of defence systems that are more flexible and rapid would be expected.
Workers of social insects are the primary workforce in a colony, performing tasks such as foraging, brood care, nest maintenance, and sometimes colony defence. These workers can respond to changes in the surrounding environment independently of their age or morphology (Gordon 1996). Indeed, in some ant species, workers modify their aggression without undergoing any morphological modifications depending on the presence of other nestmates (Tanner 2006; Tanner 2008; Tanner and Alder 2009). Therefore, we particularly focused on termite workers as the potential defensive force within a colony when soldiers were absent. Although worker termites are known to defend their colonies, primarily through actions involving the construction and repair of nest structures, direct defensive behaviours (e.g. biting) have only been reported in soldier-less species or in species with soldiers that have well-developed frontal glands and reduced mandibles (Stuart 1967; Eisner et al 1976; Deligne et al. 1981; Traniello & Beshers 1985).

In this study, we investigated the context-dependent plasticity of defensive behaviours in soldiers, pseudergates and reproductives of the damp-wood termite *Hodotermposis sjostedti*. The focal termite species is considered to retain several primitive eusocial characteristics (Thorne and Traniello 2003), such as biting-type soldiers and a linear caste-differentiation pathway (Fig. 1a) (Miura et
al. 2000, Miura et al. 2004). In this species, true workers are absent, and elder juveniles, which are referred to as pseudergates (etymologically “false workers”), perform worker tasks. Pseudergates are socially active and potentially capable of developing into imagoes (Grassé & Noirot 1947; Noirot 1985; Thorne 1996; Parmentier & Roisin 2003). In H. sjostedti, after hatching from eggs, larvae undergo six moults before developing into pseudergates (Miura et al. 2000, Miura et al. 2004). While pseudergates are totipotent and capable of differentiating into reproductives or sterile soldiers, most remain pseudergates through stationary moults (Figure 1a, Miura et al. 2000, Miura et al. 2004).

We initially examined differences in defensive responses among individual soldiers, pseudergates and reproductives when exposed to the ant Formica japonica. We then examined whether the caste-specific tendencies of the defensive response were altered by the presence of nestmates. Since defensive tasks (e.g. encountering enemies) are usually restricted to the peripheral regions of a nest, caste localization within the nest is also important for defensive task allocation. Therefore, this study also examined the positioning and behavioural responses of the castes at the time of nest opening in the presence of other nestmates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insects

Colonies of the damp-wood termite *Hodotermopsis sjostedti* were sampled from decaying wood in evergreen forests on Yakushima Island in Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan. Colonies were maintained in the laboratory as stock at approximately 25°C under constant darkness. Soldiers, neotenics and pseudergates were used for the behavioural experiments. As in previous studies (Miura et al 2000, Miura et al. 2004), seventh-instar larvae were regarded as pseudergates in this study. This species is considered to have two reproductive castes, primary reproductives and neotenics (supplementary or secondary reproductives) (Miura et al. 2000). As it is common in lower termites, most mature *H. sjostedti* colonies in nature do not contain a pair of primary reproductives, but have dozens of neotenics instead (Matsumoto & Hirono 1985). In this study, therefore, neotenics were regarded as being representatives of the reproductive caste.

Experimental set up

To compare defensive behaviours among castes, individual termites were introduced into a plastic Petri dish (diameter: 60 mm) which was placed in an arena (14 cm x 10 cm) in a plastic enclosure. The dish,
which was considered to represent an artificial nest, was lined with moist filter paper and had an opening representing the main entrance (hereafter referred to as the gate), which could easily be opened or closed by rotating the lid of the dish. Once inside the artificial nest, the termite was exposed to an ant, which was placed on the end of a toothpick and positioned inside the gate (figure 1b). The tip of toothpick was attached to the dorsal thorax of the ant with adhesive, so that it could move its legs freely.

**Comparisons of aggressive responses among castes in response to enemy invasion**

We compared aggressive responses among castes in response to enemy invasion under isolated conditions in which individual termites were introduced into a nest (Fig. 1b, top). After being allowed to acclimatise in the nest for 15 min, the gate was opened and a living ant (*Formica japonica*), placed on the tip of a wooden toothpick, was positioned inside the open gate. The behaviour of the individual termite was then recorded using a digital video camera recorder (Handycam DCR-PC5, Sony Corporation, Japan) for 3 min after encountering the ant. Defensive behaviours were defined as (i) biting, if the termite bit the ant, or (ii) assuming an attack posture, if the termite directed its head toward the ant in the area delimited by the dotted line in Fig. 1b.
The number of times each termite opened and closed its mandibles, and the amount of time the termite assumed an attack posture were measured and used as indexes of biting and attack posture, respectively. Both sexes of each caste were used in the behavioural assays. However, since the sex of the termite did not affect the extent of the behavioural response (Biting: $U=288$, $N_{\text{male}}=35$, $N_{\text{female}}=11$, $P>0.05$, Attack posture: $U=218.5$, $N_{\text{male}}=35$, $N_{\text{female}}=11$, $P>0.05$, Mann-Whitney U test), we did not discriminate between sexes when analyzing the data. The number of experiments and colonies analysed are shown in Table 1.

Next, to clarify whether any caste-specific tendencies of the defensive response existed with respect to the presence of nestmates, behavioural observations were conducted under paired conditions (Fig. 1b, middle). Under paired conditions, the behavioural responses of two termite individuals that had been placed inside the nest for 15 min and exposed to an ant at the gate were recorded for 3 min after one of the termites had encountered the ant intruder. The paired individuals were selected from the same colony. Numbers of trials and colonies are described in Table 1.

Differences in the biting frequency or the duration of an attack posture were assessed statistically using the Kruskal-Wallis test. When the overall Kruskal-Wallis tests were significant, the Steel-Dwass tests
were employed to evaluate the significant differences between each individual category. Because the analyses of the defensive behaviours included multiple comparisons, the cut-off point for rejection of the null hypothesis in each test was determined by the procedure of Guo and Rao (2008) to control the false discovery rate at lower than 5%. The approach is a modified "step-down" procedure of Benjamini & Hochberg (1995), and can be applied irrespective of the strength of correlation among the tests. The control of $P$ values by the original method of Benjamini & Hochberg (1995), which can be applied under the assumption of independence or positive correlation, gave same results. Alpha levels were calculated for each statistical test of each experiment, and were stated in Table2.

**Comparison of aggressive behaviour in response to opening the nest**

Under both natural and laboratory conditions, when termite nests are exposed to open air, all colony members respond to the disturbance (some escape to the centre of the nest while others exhibit an aggressive response) (Eisner et al. 1976). We therefore examined the responses of the termite castes to nest opening in terms of the positions they assume and their behaviours.

Five pseudergates were introduced into a nest together with
either five nestmate soldiers or five nestmate neotenics (n=11 groups, Fig. 1b, bottom). Five colonies were used for groups of pseudergates and soldiers, and two colonies were used for groups of pseudergates and neotenics. In preliminary studies, 15 min of acclimatization was not sufficient to keep the termites inside the opened nest. Consequently, we left the ten individuals to be tested in the nest overnight before initiating the experiments. All of the termites were marked with oil paint to facilitate individual identification. After placing the nest in the arena for 15 min, the gate was opened and the behaviours of all of the termites in the dish were recorded with the digital video camera for 10 min. In this experiment, the observed defensive behaviours were defined as (i) head banging, considered as an alarm signal (Howse 1964), if the termite repeatedly beat its head on the ground, (ii) guarding, if the termite directed its head toward the gate in the region delineated by the dotted line in Fig. 1b (bottom), and (iii) patrolling, if the termite walked around the outside the Petri dish in the arena. In addition, examples of non-defensive behaviours were also defined, including (iv) walking, if termites walked around in the dish, (v) gnawing, if termites gnawed the filter paper or dish wall, and (vi) grooming, if the termites groomed other individuals.

Differences in each defensive behaviours and non-defensive behaviours among all individual categories (neotenics with
pseudergates, pseudergates with neotenics, pseudergates with soldiers, and soldiers with pseudergates) were assessed statistically using the Kruskal-Wallis test. When the Kruskal-Wallis test for the behaviour was significant, the Steel-Dwass tests were employed to evaluate the significant differences between the individual categories. Because the analyses included multiple comparisons, the cut-off point for rejection of the null hypothesis in each test was determined by the procedure of Guo & Rao (2008) to control the false discovery rate at lower than 5%. Alpha levels were calculated independently for each statistical test of each experiment, and were stated in Table2.
RESULTS

Comparison of aggressive responses toward intruders under isolated conditions

We first compared the defensive behaviours (biting and assuming an attack posture) of castes in response to enemy invasion under isolated conditions (Fig. 1b, top). As in nature, soldiers exhibited defensive behaviours more frequently than the other castes (Fig. 2, Table 2). After encountering an ant, the soldiers bit it repeatedly until it was dead; the frequency of this defensive behaviour then decreased. Soldiers rarely exhibited an escape response after encountering an ant. Pseudergates also exhibited several defensive behaviours under isolated conditions (Fig. 2). Upon encountering an ant, pseudergates often bit the ant several times before escaping to give an attack posture that was shorter in duration than that observed in soldiers (Fig. 2b); although less effective than soldiers, most of the pseudergates that attacked the ants either killed or injured the intruder (Table 1). Neotenics exhibited the weakest defensive responses of all of the castes tested, both in terms of biting and the assumption of an attack posture (Fig. 2, Table 2).

Comparison of aggressive responses toward intruders under paired conditions

We then clarified whether the caste-specific tendencies of defensive
responses were affected by the presence of nestmates under paired conditions (Fig. 1b, middle). The results showed that soldiers were consistently aggressive while neotenics were seldom aggressive, and that these levels of aggression were generally maintained regardless of which castes are placed together (Fig.3). Duration of attack postures of neotenics paired with soldiers tend to be higher than when neotenics were paired with neotenics (Fig. 3, Table2), this is because neotenics spent more time with the ant killed by soldiers, assuming an attack posture.

However, pseudergates dramatically altered their defensive behaviour depending on which caste they were paired with (Fig. 3, Table2). When paired with soldiers, the frequency of defensive behaviours exhibited by pseudergates was lower than when paired with pseudergates or neotenics, and was similar in intensity to that exhibited by neotenics (Fig. 3, Table2). On the other hand, the frequency of defensive responses in pseudergates paired with a neotenics was higher than when pseudergates were paired with soldiers or pseudergates (Fig. 3, Table2). Indeed, when paired with neotenics, the levels of aggression among pseudergates did not differ significantly from that exhibited by soldiers (Fig. 3, Table2). The escape behaviour of pseudergates decreased when paired with a neotenics (data not shown).
Comparisons of aggression in response to nest opening

We then compared the caste localization within the nest and defensive behaviour of castes under conditions of nest disturbance (Fig. 1b, bottom). In an experimental group consisting of five neotenics and five pseudergates, the pseudergates positioned themselves near the gate and exhibited more aggression than neotenics (Fig. 4, A1, Table2). In an experimental group consisting of five pseudergates and five soldiers, soldiers positioned themselves near the gate and exhibited higher frequencies of defensive behaviour than the pseudergates (Fig. 4, A1, Table2). Similar to the direct behavioural responses against an intruder (Fig. 3), the positioning and defensive response of pseudergates to nest disturbance seemed to be affected by the coexisting castes. The frequency of the head-banging (alarm) behaviour and the localization (guarding) in pseudergates grouped with neotenics tended to be higher than when they were grouped with soldiers (Fig. 4, A1, Table2).
DISCUSSION

Our results showed that pseudergates possess the potential to attack enemies by altering their behaviour in a context-dependent manner. When exposed to an intruding ant, pseudergates exhibited relatively low levels of aggression in the presence of soldiers, but very high levels of aggression in the presence of neotenics (Fig. 3, 5). A similar result was observed in the manner in which pseudergates locate themselves within the nest in response to a nest disturbance (Fig. 4, 5). Based on these findings, pseudergates under natural conditions are thought to retreat deep inside the nest if there are soldiers and no reproductives around them, or to remain on-site and attack intruders if there are reproductives and no soldiers. A similar finding was suggested by Roision et al. 1990, who found that defensive responses in workers of *Nasutitermes princeps* also decreased in the presence of soldiers. Since these behavioural changes can occur within minutes after the defence demands of a colony have changed, a flexible and rapid defensive strategy can be achieved through the behavioural plasticity of workers (or pseudergates). Context-dependence was also observed in the alarm response, i.e. more frequent head banging of pseudergates in the absence of soldiers. Although a behavioural response to such an alarm signal has not yet clearly been demonstrated to date, such signals are considered to act as a trigger for the recruitment of
additional soldiers (and/or workers and pseudergates) to the sites of reproductives. Thus, the plastic defensive response of workers or pseudergates may play essential roles in the optimization of colony defence by compensating for the relatively slow responsiveness in caste differentiation (Fig. 5).

The findings of this study also suggest that pseudergates possess the ability to recognize the castes in their vicinity. Since the compound eyes and optic lobes of workers and pseudergates are markedly reduced, it is unlikely that they discriminate castes by visual cues. Recent studies on caste-specific chemicals secreted from exocrine glands or epithelia (Miura et al. 1999; Hanus et al. 2009; Liebig et al. 2009; Weil et al. 2009; Korb et al. 2009) suggest that either odour or contact signals act as caste-recognition cues. Sound is another potential candidate signals for distinguishing between castes, as soldiers exhibit higher head banging frequencies than pseudergates and neotenics (Fig. 4), and the actual sounds produced by soldiers may also differ from those produced by pseudergates and neotenics (Howse 1964). To more accurately clarify these different caste-recognition cues, experiments using chemicals or audio stimuli in isolation will be required.

Since the presence of castes affects both the behaviours and development of pseudergates (Castle 1934; Miller 1942; Springhetti
It is likely that some physiological links exist between changes in aggression and the regulation of soldier differentiation (Fig. 5). It is well known that juvenile hormone (JH) plays an important role in the caste determination of termites, with exposure to high JH levels during inter-moult periods triggering the differentiation of workers into soldiers, while exposure to low JH levels is considered to induce alate differentiation (Nijhout & Wheeler 1982; Cornette et al. 2008). Recent studies have suggested that insect aggression is also affected by JH; for example, high JH titres cause increased male aggression in Lobster cockroaches *Nauphoeta cinerea* (Kou et al. 2009). This suggests that in termites, the recognition of nestmates may possibly alter JH levels in pseudergates, resulting in both changes in aggression and caste determination (Fig. 5).

Since almost all extant termite species possess distinctive soldier castes (the loss of a soldier caste in some termites is considered to have occurred secondarily), the evolutionary process by which the morphologically and behaviourally unique soldier caste has been originated (as an evolutionary novelty) is difficult to postulate. Deligne (1981) suggested that the soldier caste was derived from workers, but the evolutionary process through which highly differentiated soldiers have originated from less aggressive and undifferentiated workers
remains unclear. In this study, pseudergates exhibited aggression comparable to soldiers in certain situations. If the workers or pseudergates (i.e. helpers) of ancestral termite species exhibited a similar behavioural plasticity, then it can be hypothesized that the plastic nature of aggressive behaviour may have varied among genetically distinct colonies or populations. This plastic response may then gradually have become fixed as morphological specialization occurred, either subsequently or concurrently, in response to predation pressure. This would satisfy the classic idea that behavioural plasticity is the first step involved in evolutionary change, and that this change is then succeeded by morphological specialization (Baldwin 1896 & 1902; Wcislo 1989). To verify this scenario, further studies into the genetic variation underlying plastic characters need to be conducted in the future.
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**Figure captions**

**Figure 1.** (a) Caste differentiation in *Hodotermopsis sjostedti*. Larvae undergo six moults to develop into pseudergates, some of which then differentiate into sterile soldiers or reproductive castes, such as alates and neotenics. (b) Experimental designs for the quantification of defensive behaviour. To quantify the behavioural response against enemy intrusion (Figs 2 and 3), biting frequency and duration of attack posture under isolated or paired conditions were recorded for 3 min while exposed to an ant (top, middle). For quantitatively assessing the behavioural response against nest opening (Fig. 4), head banging, guarding, patrolling, walking, gnawing, grooming were recorded for a 10 min period following opening of the gate (bottom).

**Figure 2.** Differences in the defensive behaviour of castes in response to enemy intrusion under isolated conditions. Soldiers exhibited the most aggressive behaviours, consisting of (a) biting and (b) assuming an attack posture. Pseudergates were the next most aggressive caste and neotenics were the least aggressive. Box plots show the median, upper and lower quartiles and range. Whiskers indicate minima and maxima, and circles indicate outliers’ values, respectively. Different letters indicate statistical significance (p<0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test
followed by Steel-Dwass test).

**Figure 3.** Differences in the defensive behaviour of castes in response to enemy intrusion under paired conditions. While soldiers and neotenics exhibited constant levels of biting (a) and attack posture (b) irrespective of the accompanying castes, pseudergates altered their aggression dramatically depending on the co-existing castes. Box plots show the median, upper and lower quartiles and range. Whiskers indicate minima and maxima, and circles indicate outliers’ values, respectively. Different characters indicate statistical significance (p<0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Steel-Dwass test).

**Figure 4.** Differences in the defensive behaviour of castes in response to nest disturbance (nest opening). Neotenics were less aggressive than pseudergates in a group consisting of five pseudergates and five neotenics. Soldiers exhibited more frequent defensive behaviours (head banging and guarding) than pseudergates in an experimental group consisting of five pseudergates and five soldiers. When comparing pseudergate behaviour between the different conditions (i.e. pseudergates with soldiers vs. pseudergates with neotenics), pseudergates grouped with neotenics tended to be more aggressive than pseudergates grouped with soldiers. Box plots show the median,
upper and lower quartiles and range. Whiskers indicate minima and maxima, and circles indicate outliers’ values, respectively. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (* \( P<0.05 \), ** \( P<0.01 \), Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Steel-Dwass test).

**Figure 5.** Regulation mechanism of colony defence in the focal termite species based on the results of this study. Pseudergates are plastic with respect to both aggression (defensive behaviour) and developmental fates, while soldiers and neotenics exhibit stable behaviour and are developmentally terminal. The presence of soldiers represses both soldier differentiation and worker aggression, while the presence of neotenics promotes soldier development.

**Fig. A1** Differences in castes behaviours in response to nest opening. Non-defensive behaviours (Walking, Grooming, Gnawing) were not frequent in soldiers, while defensive behaviours (head banging, guarding and patrolling) were more frequent in soldiers than in pseudergates (Fig. 4), which were more aggressive than neotenics. When comparing pseudergate behaviours between the different conditions (i.e. pseudergates with soldiers vs. pseudergates with neotenics), pseudergates with neotenics exhibited higher levels of aggression than pseudergates with soldiers (see also Fig, 4). Box plots
show the median, upper and lower quartiles and range. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (* $P<0.05$, ** $P<0.01$, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Steel-Dwass test)
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